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Belarus is a stable and growing country, opened for the whole world. However, for most foreign 
nationals our country still remains a mystery and legendary country. Picture of the country, i.е. its image 
is a complex symbiosis, the sum of a large number of variables. The image of Belarus consists of many 
components of historical heritage, sport achievements, export components, political actions, mentality of 
the nation. In the on–line survey which was carried out in November 2015 Belarusians said that the 
country's image includes: 
nature (27% of 9529 respondents think so); 
the outside world's opinion (19%); 
the views of the citizens (9%).  
Belarusians, for the most part, believe that Belarus is a transit country (51% of 4538 respondents), 
intellectual (33%) and tourist (10%) country [1]. But this, as the inhabitants of the country sees 
themselves today, but it is difficult to say how it is perceived outside the borders. 
To answer this question we examined what variants of the name Belarus (Belarusian) occur in the 
English language, through the context of use, the syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations tried to see the 
views of the British about Belarus, Belarusians and Belarussian, reflected in the texts of the British 
National Corpus (BNC) [2]. BNC is a 100 million word collection of samples of written and spoken 
language from a wide range of sources, designed to represent a wide cross–section of British English 
from the later part of the 20th century, both spoken and written. 
The written part of the BNC (90%) includes, for example, extracts from regional and national 
newspapers, specialist periodicals and journals for all ages and interests, academic books and popular 
fiction, published and unpublished letters and memoranda, school and university essays, among many 
other kinds of text. The spoken part (10%) consists of orthographic transcriptions of unscripted informal 
conversations (recorded by volunteers selected from different age, region and social classes in a 
demographically balanced way) and spoken language collected in different contexts, ranging from formal 
business or government meetings to radio shows and phone–ins. BNC includes many different styles and 
varieties, and is not limited to any particular subject field, genre or register. It deals with modern British 
English, not other languages used in Britain. 
In our study, we examined which variants of the names of the Republic of Belarus are found in the 
English language, what is their frequency and compatibility. Contexts for Belarusian, Byelorussians, 
Belarusian were also considered. To achieve these goals, we used a simple search in the BNC (search for 
a fixed word). Changing of search parameters would not lead to a change in the number of results; the 
units selected by us cannot be verbs, and the contexts with the possessive forms of these units are not 
revealed by us.  
In the English language of the research period, the British call our country as Byelarus, Byelorus, 
Belorussia, Byelorussia, Belarus, moreover the names Byelarus, Belorussia and Byelorussia are 
prioritized. The name the republic of Belarus met only once. Based on the analysis of the BNC contexts, 
Belarus is: 
1) the country on the territory of which there is a nuclear arsenal; 
2) the arena of several wars, the country that suffered from wars; 
3) the country affected by the Chernobyl disaster; 
4) the country with a conservative ruling that strictly adheres to its legislation; 
5) one of the former Soviet republics, which became an independent state. 
The British associate Belarus with the Chernobyl disaster and as the country that suffered from several 
wars, but in the minds of the British, Belarus does not act like a guerrilla country. At the same time, the 
presence of a nuclear arsenal on the territory of our country and the political situation inside the country is 
essential for the British. 
The presence of a large number of different names indicates that the Republic of Belarus is a young 







As the results of the research showed, the representation inside the country differs from the ideas 
about the republic among foreign citizens. For example, the Belarusians see themselves as tolerant and 
calm people, however, we have not found any contexts confirming that the British think so. 
As in the era of globalization, not only transnational corporations, but also countries have joined to the 
competition to create and effectively maintain their own image, the realization of how foreign citizens see 
us is simply necessary. The formation of a positive image of Belarus has become in recent years one of 
the most important tasks of foreign policy. Bearing in mind our historical experience, it is necessary to 
position Belarus as a powerful and modern, dynamically developing state. 
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Emotional colour and expressiveness of English texts can be created by a wide variety of emphatic 
means. 
The objective of our work is to analyze various models of emphatic constructions with the aim of 
understanding and, consequently, creating communicatively equivalent statements in the language of 
translation. 
An emphatic construction is a syntactical structure that serves to isolate a part of a sentence which is 
semantically significant, in order to emphasize some information, highlight its importance and attract the 
attention of the companion [1, p. 99; 2]. 
A lot of linguists say that emphatic models can be divided into lexical, using certain lexical means to 
express emotional colouring; grammatical, using grammatical means for this purpose, and lexico–
grammatical, simultaneously using different kinds of means [1, p.99; 3]. 
1. The main lexical emphatic structures are the following: 
1.1. The construction It is/was + word or phrase + who/which/that [1, p.100]. It is often translated 
into Russian with the help of the phrase ‘именно/никто(ничто) иной(е) + объект’: It is the rainy 
weather that makes me depressed. – Именно дождливая погода делает меня подавленным [4]. 
1.2. Emphatic model 1.1 is often used with a negative verb in combination with conjunctions not 
till/until [1, p.100–101]. In this case it has a positive meaning and is usually translated into Russian with 
the help of the phrase ‘только после/только когда’: It was not until about 1911 that a first successful 
theory of atomic structure was suggested by Rutherford. – Только после 1911 года… [3]. 
1.3. The construction What  + clause. It helps to isolate the object and make words more emotional: 
What I don’t like is his character. – Что мне не нравится, так это его характер. 
1.4. A method of double negation Negative verb + word with a negative prefix [1, p.102]. A negative 
statement in the original language often becomes affirmative in the language of translation: The crisis has 
been attributed, not unreasonably, to the Prime Minister’s weakness. – Кризис вполне обоснованно спи-
сывают на слабость премьер–министра. [5]. 
2. The most common grammatical means of expressing the emphasis is the reverse order of words 
(inversion) which is widely used to give prominence to some parts of the sentence: So awesome was his 
speech that I asked him to read it one more time. – Так великолепна была его речь, что я попросил 
прочитать ее еще раз. 
2.1. The reverse order of words can be caused by some adverbs and conjunctions: Perhaps nowhere 
have been achieved better results as in this field of science. – Может быть, нигде не были достигну-
ты лучшие результаты, чем в этой области науки. 
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